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Dr. Roman D Ortiz is an expert in the field of Counterinsurgency, Counterterrorism,
Counter Transnational Organized Crime and Stabilization and has been a senior
advisor to the Colombian Government, Military and Police over years. Currently,
he holds the position of Vice-President and Head of Internal Security and
Development of Cordillera Applications Group where is delivering major research
and analysis for commercial and government clients in the US, Latin America and
Europe.

He held the position of Director of the Security Studies Area of Fundación Ideas para la Paz (Bogotá). As well,
he was Coordinator of the Defense and Security Observatory of Latin America (OSAL) at the Ortega y Gasset
University Institute (Madrid). He has taught and researched topics related to political violence and organized
crime at Spanish and Latin American academic institutions such as the General Gutiérrez Mellado University
Institute (Madrid) and Los Andes University (Bogota).

Roman D. Ortiz has also worked as senior consultant for CNA Corporation, a US think tank specializing in
maritime security and naval affairs, for which he has developed analytical projects evaluating US security
cooperation programs, assessing the capabilities of Latin American security forces, and studying the
penetration of extra-hemispheric great powers in the region.
Between 2010 and 2014, he was adviser to the Colombian Minister of Defense. During this period, he played
a key role in the design and implementation of the operational evaluation system of the counterinsurgency
effort. Later, he advised the planning and execution of “Sword of Honor” campaign which led to a radical
reduction of the guerrilla threat in Colombia and forced FARC insurgents to sign a demobilization agreement.
As well, he participated in the studies to adapt the Colombian military apparatus to the emerging postconflict scenario after the peace accord.

Previously, he worked as a consultant in Counterterrorism, Counternarcotics and Urban Security for
different Colombian security and defense institutions, including the General Command of the Military Forces,
the Navy, the Air Force and the National Police. Also, he has supported the Colombian National Department
of Statistics in the design and analysis of several National Victimization Surveys. Likewise, he has developed
projects for USAID on rural security affairs and advised international NGOs in stabilization operations in SE
Asia. Román D. Ortiz earned a Doctorate (Cum Laude) in Political Science from the Ortega y Gasset University
Institute- Complutense University (Madrid) with the dissertation “Counterinsurgent Strategies in Colombia
(1953-2010): Operational Evaluation System, Military Performance and Political Dynamic”. Also, he has a
Master in Business Administration from the Pontifical University of Comillas (Madrid) and a degree in
Political Science from the Complutense University (Madrid).
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